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1. Gold Burn is a software application that provides users with a simple means of burning all sort of files to CDs, DVDs, BDs and ISOs
and extract contents from discs or erase them. 2. Minimal and wizard-like interface You should be careful during the installation
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process, as it offers to download a number of products that you do not necessarily need for the program to work properly, yet they can
be skipped. 3. The interface you are met with presents a pretty plain and simple build, as it consists of a navigation pane and a pane in
which to view detailed information. All operations available are run through a wizard, so that even less experienced users can easily

work with it, as you will be guided every step of the way. 4. Performing management operations with files and discs First and foremost,
you should know that it is possible to save all types of files and entire folders to DVDs, CDs, HD DVD and BDs, by selecting an

appropriate method to access devices (SCSI transport) and following the on-screen instructions. 5. When it comes to music, you can
burn discs with it, as well as rip audio tracks from a CD and convert them to a WMA format. In addition to that, you can create video
CDs and super CDs with MPG files, and video DVDs from DVD directories. 6. It is possible to erase DVDs and CDs with just a few
clicks, as well as view device information (e.g. vendor, buffer size, read and write speed, supported discs etc.) and create or burn ISO

images. 7. Conclusion and performance Although it may sometime affect the system’s performance, this is quite normal for this type of
utility. Tasks are performed in suitable amount of time, the interface is accessible to all user categories and there are sufficient options
to keep you busy for quite a while. Taking all of this into consideration, we can safely say Gold Burn is a pretty efficient and reliable

piece of software. Gold Burn is a software application that provides users with a simple means of burning all sort of files to CDs,
DVDs, BDs and ISOs and extract contents from discs or erase them. Minimal and wizard-like interface You should be careful during

the installation process, as it offers to download a number of products that you do not necessarily need for the program to work
properly, yet they can be skipped. The interface you are met with presents a pretty plain and simple
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With this software you can use your keyboard shortcuts to get to any place in your computer with just a single click. Keyboard-driven
mechanism This program uses an internal keyboard emulation software which enables to use your keyboard shortcuts on your favorite

program. Start-up record The system records the most used shortcuts and automatically creates shortcuts for the most used items. Built-
in aplication keybindings manager You can use the keybindings manager to bind an easier way for your preferred software. It is possible

to create shortcuts to run most of the programs built in to the system or use them to control the system via keyboard shortcuts. Skins
You can customize and personalize your menu with the available skins. Flexible customizable keybindings The system offers a flexible
and highly customizable keybindings mechanism that allows you to freely bind any shortcuts to anything you like. Shortcut macros One

of the most useful features of the system is the short-cut macros. Shortcut macros are particularly useful when you need to perform
several things with the shortcuts of a certain item. Keyboard driven mechanism Keyboard-driven mechanism, the software uses a key
binding software that generates the shortcut list. It is possible to create shortcuts to run most of the programs built in to the system or

use them to control the system via keyboard shortcuts. Skins Skins can be customized and personalize the shortcut menu. Flexible
customizable keybindings The system offers a flexible and highly customizable keybindings mechanism that allows you to freely bind
any shortcuts to anything you like. Shortcut macros Keyboard-driven mechanism Keyboard-driven mechanism, the software uses a key
binding software that generates the shortcut list. It is possible to create shortcuts to run most of the programs built in to the system or

use them to control the system via keyboard shortcuts. Skins Skins can be customized and personalize the shortcut menu. Flexible
customizable keybindings The system offers a flexible and highly customizable keybindings mechanism that allows you to freely bind
any shortcuts to anything you like. Shortcut macros Keyboard-driven mechanism Keyboard-driven mechanism, the software uses a key
binding software that generates the shortcut list. It is possible to create shortcuts to run most of the programs built in to the system or
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What's New in the Gold Burn?

Burn All Files to CD/DVD/BD/ISOs BurnerWizard v6.12 - Easy to use CD/DVD burning software - BurnerWizard is a CD/DVD
burning and DVD/Blu-ray burning software program for CD/DVD/Blu-ray burning, ISO creation and ISO mounting. BurnerWizard is
the perfect solution for all types of users that want to burn and archive CD and DVD media. It can burn almost any type of files, you
can create: - CD and DVD ISOs -CDs/DVDs/Blurays - Data CDs/DVDs/Blurays - ISOs of CDs/DVDs/Blurays, you can add files to
your image -Convert files from one type to another, e.g. ISO to ISO, ZIP to ZIP - Burn images to CD/DVD/Blu-ray - Create Bootable
CD/DVD/Blu-ray -Extract and Copy files from CD/DVD/Blu-ray -Burn images to other discs or create files from images -Burning and
Archiving ISO files -Burning and archiving RAR/7z archives -Automatic menu options during burn -Easy to use interface -Supports
many burning methods -Expert burning settings -Automatic image quality and speed optimization -Image viewer (see ISO files and
contents of CDs/DVDs/Blu-ray discs) -Supports Windows 98/ME/2000/XP/2003/Vista/2008/7 -Support multiple languages, you can
define a dictionary for new language NZBGet v3.8.2 - Usenet Client with NZBMatrix integration - NZBGet is a Usenet client with
NZBMatrix integration. You can use it to fetch news from Usenet and NZB files, use them to download and share files, keep NZB and
RSS feeds, share folders and use other functions provided by NZBMatrix. You can subscribe to NZB files directly or with an
NZBMatrix account and download from various sources like Newsgroups, FTP or BitTorrent. NZBGet also integrates NZBMatrixs web
interface and its Web Usenet search engine. You can use NZBGet to: - Download files from Usenet and NZB archives - Keep and share
NZB and RSS newsfeeds - Post your own news to Usenet - Subscribe to NZB files - Watch NZB files and stream them to a compatible
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player - Download torrents - Download images - Retrieve RSS feeds - Manage your Torrents - Manage NZB files - Share files - Use an
external download manager - Exclude files from your downloads - Use multiple connections - Configure NZBGet to your needs. All
features are easy to use and have intuitive GUIs. Pinpoint v2.8.2 - Free to try software - Pinpoint is a highly
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System Requirements:

For the best experience please make sure to play on the recommended settings. If the game requires your device to run at a lower
specification the game may not run as expected. Windows 7 or higher Intel or AMD x86 compatible processor 3.5 GHz or faster multi-
core processor or equivalent DirectX 11 graphics card with 1 GB VRAM (3 GB VRAM recommended) 2 GB RAM (4 GB RAM
recommended) 16 GB free space (20 GB free space recommended) Mac OS X 10.9 or higher
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